Mindful Meditations for Mindless Moments

ng lúc Không Chú
Tâm

1. Meditation at home
Making your favorite morning beverage. Vacuuming.
Pulling weeds. In the part you will learn how to turn
these normal every day activities into mindful
meditations that you can do around the house. After
all, if you can be mindful at home, you can be mindful
anywhere!
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1. Brush your teeth
Be mindful as you apply toothpaste to your toothbrush.
Note the intense, minty favor as you brush. Feel each
sensation as you move the brush over your gums, your
tongue, and your teeth. Enjoy the clean feeling.
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2. Washing your face
Feel the sensation of the water splashing on your face
and hands. Notice the smell of soap and the way it
moves over your skin. Enjoy the feeling of being clean
and refreshed.
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3. Taking a shower
As you step into the shower, take note of the water
hitting your skin. Feel its warm. Smell your shampoo
as you pour it into your hands and lather up, and enjoy
the luxurious feel as you work it into your hair.
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4. Getting dressed
Choose your clothing in the morning with care.
Consider how it moves against your fingers. Note how
it feels to slip it on over your head or pull it up your
legs.
5. Making coffee or tea
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As you prepare your morning drink, stay focused on
the steps involved. Smell the coffee or tea as you put it
into the machine or teapot. Listen to the drip of the
coffee. Watch the steam rise from your tea. Then give
your full attention to the taste of your drink as you
taste your first sip.
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6. Vacuuming the house
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Move the vacuum across the carpet. Notice how your
hand and arm feel as you push and pull the machine.
Take note of the vacuum's route as it passes over the
floor, leaving a clean pathway behind it.
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7. Taking out the trash
Gather your trash and get it ready to go. Take a
moment to feel the smooth material of the bag under
your fingertips. As you walk to the trash can or
garbage chute, be mindful of your steps and the weight
of the bag swinging by your side.
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8. Paying your bills
Whether you sign in online or write out a check, notice
the movements your hands and arms made as you pay
your bills. Feel the smoothness of the pen in your hand
or the keys of your keyboard.
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9. Folding laundry
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Identify each item as you take it out of the dryer. Fold
each item as efficiently as you can. Breath in the smell
of warm, clean laundry.
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10. Watering the garden
Feel the weight of the hose in your hand. Make note of
the change in pressure as you turn the water on. Watch
the water as it sprinkles over your plants, and think
about how it helps them grow.
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11. Pulling weeds
Feel the leaves of the weeds under your finger or the
texture of your gloves. Look up to see the sun or the
clouds in the sky. Close your eyes and sense the
breeze. Smell the fresh air.
12. Checking the mail
Walk mindfully to the mailbox, paying attention to
your surroundings. Open the box, taking care to feel
the metal with your fingertips. Note how the box's lid
swings on its hinges. Take your mail and feel the
smooth paper in your hands.
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13. Organize your junk drawer
As you take each item out of your drawer, consider
how it feels in your hand. Think about how the item is
used. Put it in its proper place and enjoy the new
organization.
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14. Cleaning out your bag
As you open your bag, take note of each thing you can
see. Consider each object as you encounter it, and
think about why you have it. If you don't need it, say
goodbye to it!
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15. Adjusting the temperature
Feel the coolness or the warmth in the air as you go to
adjust the temperature. Feel the pressure on your
fingertips as you press the button or shift the indicator,
and listen as the furnace or air conditioner turns on or
off.
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16. Cooking dinner
As you prepare your ingredients, pay attention to how
each one feels and smells. Listen to the sound of each
ingredient hitting the pan and watch the steam rise.
17. Wiping down the table
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Clear all the remnants of your meal from the table.
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Grab a sponge or dish towel and swipe it slowly across
the table, noting each crumb and bit of food as it is
re
done.
18. Locking the door
As you lock the door for the night move slowly. Grip
the lock tightly and feel the smooth, cool metal. Turn it
and notice when it clicks into place.
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19. Turning on a light
Feel the light switch under your fingers as you flip it.
Listen for a slight electrical hum as the bulb jumps to
life. Watch as your surroundings light up.
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20. Emptying the dishwasher
Notice the heat and steam coming from your
dishwasher when you open the door. Admire the
cleanliness of the dishes as you put them away. Feel
the smoothness of your plates and utensils, and take
note of the weight of each item as you find its proper
place.
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21. Putting on pajamas
Feel the comfortable fabric of your pajamas. Notice
how your body relaxes when you put them on. Enjoy
the feeling of being ready to rest after a long and busy
day.
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2. Meditation on the go
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appointment, or looking over the produce at the
grocery store, you can find moments to cultivate
mindfulness. It s easier to stay mindful
somewhere quiet and comfortable, but your ability to
be mindful in busy, loud, and unfamiliar places will
serve you well. Practice meditating on the go to take
your skills to the next level.
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23. Heading out the door
Take a moment to look out at your front door as you
close and lock it. See the color; notice if there are any
chips in the paint. Turn around and look at the view
from your front door for a moment, and then set off on
your way.
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24. Taking public transportation
opportunity to sit and look out the window as someone
else does the driving. Watch the scenery go by. Pay
attention to how the bus or train moves along its route.
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25. Turning on your car
Take the keys and slide them slowly into the ignition.
Feel the engine start up as you turn the key. Listen to
the sound of the car running before you put it in gear
and drive away.
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26. Waiting in line
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Look at the people ahead of you in line and note their
posture. See if it says anything to you about their mood
or their patience level. Think about your own posture
and how it makes your body feel.
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27. Walking around town
As you walk from one place to the next, think about
putting one foot in front of the other. Look at your
surroundings as you walk by shops, houses,
storefronts, and parks. Listen to the noises around you.
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28. Sitting at a red light
Once your car stops, take your hands off the wheel and
mindfully stretch out your fingers. Hear the noises of
the cars driving past. Notice the other cars stopped at
the light and see what the drivers are doing.
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29. Holding the door for someone
As you walk into a store or other business, be aware of
other people walking in or out. Push against the weight
of the door as you hold it open for them and feel the
release of that weight once they ve passed.
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30. Shopping
When you find the items on your shopping list, be
mindful of how each item feels as you grab it and put it
in your cart. Notice how the shopping cart takes a little
more effort to push as you fill it.
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31. Paying for groceries
When you go to pay for your groceries, notice the lastminute products that surround you. Watch the smooth
progress of your items as the conveyor belt moves
them to the cashier. Read the name on your cashier s
name tag.
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32. Ordering a meal
Think about the ingredients included in each dish as
you read through the menu. Consider how well they go
together, then picture of each item and how it would
taste.
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33. Checking your reflection
As you pass a mirror or window, pause to look at your
reflection. See yourself as you are in the current
moment. Notice what you re wearing, how your hair
looks, and what your expression is like. Smile at
yourself.
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34. Listening to your favorite song
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When your favorite song comes on, take a moment to
pause and really listen to the lyrics and the message the
song puts forward. Notice the different sounds and
instruments that make up the song. Think about how
it makes you feel.
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35. People-watching
Pick a bench or sit in your car for a few moments and
watch the people who pass by. Look at their faces,
notice what they are wearing, and see what they are
doing as they walk. Consider what they are feeling as
they pass by.
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36. Working out
Look at your workout equipment- whether it s weights,
a yoga mat, or a treadmill - and think about which
part of your body it exercises. Focus on each repetition
as you lift weights, or each breath as you get your
cardio in. Notice how your body feels in the moment.
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37. Filling up your gas tank
feel the smooth handle of
the gas nozzle under your fingers. Notice the flow of
the gas when you pull the lever and your gas tank
begins to fill. Smell the gas in the air as you put the
nozzle the back on the pump.
38. Grabbing coffee
See the busy baristas making drinks, smell all the
different coffees and teas as they brew, and hear the
clangs and clacks and beeps as the machinery does its
job. Feel the temperature of the cup in your hand as
you pick up your order.
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39. Checking your social media
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Think about what you re expecting to see as your app
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loads. Watch as new content replaces the old as you
scroll through. Feel the smooth glass of your phone as
you swipe up and down.
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40. Chewing gum
Taste the minty or fruity flavor of your gum. Roll the
gum around with your tongue, chew it, and blow a
bubble, paying attention to how your mouth feels as
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you do each of these things.
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41. Checking the time
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Before you check the time, pause to ask yourself about
what time it feels like. Compare your guess to see if
you were right. If you were off, think about what
make it feel like a different time to you.
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42. Getting home
As you pull into your driveway or open your front door
after a long day of work, errands, or chores, notice how
it feels to get home. Note the smells and sounds as you
walk in the door. Ask yourself if anything looks
different from when you left this morning.
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3. Meditation at work
The humdrum routine of the office provides an
excellent environment for working in some everyday
meditation. If you look closely, you ll find tons of
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opportunities to be extra mindful. Look for space
where you can squeeze in meditation while you re
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doing activities like writing an email, waiting for a
meeting to start, or organizing your documents. Just a
little extra mindfulness in the office (or wherever you
work) can boost your well-being and your productivity
at the same time!
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43. Walking into work
Look around you as you walk into work. See the
building, the parking lot, the door, and the lobby or
entryway. Notice what is beautiful or interesting. Pay
attention to how walking in makes you feel.
44. Getting settled in
As you settle in for your workday, take note of the
things you see around your workspace. Take a guess
as to whether you will use each item or not, based on
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what you have to do today.
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45. Firing up the computer

M máy vi tính

Take a moment to observe your computer as you turn it
on and watch the screen come to life. See the clear,
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bright screen and feel the smoothness of the keys on
the keyboard.
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46. Checking your calendar
Note all of your meetings and appointments for the day
as you check your calendar. Think about where each
will take place, who you will meet with, and what you
need to prepare for each meeting.
47. Writing an email
Think about the words you choose as you write. Feel
the keys as you purposefully press each one and watch
as the letters appear on the screen. Consider your
intentions and whether your wording matches them
before you hit Send.
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48.Taking a break
Put your away message on, relax your body, and take
a deep breath. Close your eyes and pay attention to the
sounds around you. Separate out each individual sound
and notice where it s coming from (the printer, a
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telephone ringing, etc.).
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49. Looking out the window
Look out the window and take note of what you see.
Count the birds or the telephone poles. Look at the
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trees or hanging flags and decide whether it s windy or
not.
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50. Waiting on hold
When you are waiting on hold, listen mindfully. If
there is music, see if you can note the instruments

ã

used. If it s a quiet line, see if you can hear anything
else, like a slight hum a buzz.
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51. Sitting at your desk
As you sit, take a moment to arrange your body so
your back is flush against the chair and your feet are
flat on the floor. Note how each part of your body feels
in your desk chair, from your head down to your feet.
52. Crossing a task off your to-do list
Revel in the sense of accomplishment as you cross off
a task, even if it s small. Feel the movement of the pen
as you draw a decisive line through the task, and then
mentally cross it out in your head too. Take a moment
to celebrate before moving to the next task.
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53. Stopping at a coworker s desk
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When you stop to check in with a coworker, notice
how their desk or office is arranged. Pay attention to
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54. Waiting for a meeting to start
When you re waiting for your meeting to start, take a
look around and note who is in the meeting. Feel the
seat beneath you and see your notes on the conference
table. Prepare to listen mindfully once the meeting
begins.
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55. Listening to chatter
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As your coworkers chat nearby, take a minute to listen.
Don t eavesdrop, but take note of the tone of the
conversation. Hear the rise and fall of their voices as
the discussion continues.
56. Signing an office card
As you take the office folder and pull out the card you
need to sign, take a moment to think about the person
you re celebrating. Note the pattern of the blank spaces
on the card. See the different handwriting and pen
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colors used by your coworkers.
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57. Getting some water
Head down to the watercooler and make note of what
you see on the way. Listen to the glugging noise the
water makes as it filters out. Watch as your bottle or
cup slowly fills to the brim.
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58. Organizing your documents
As you shuffle your papers around, notice how the
paper feels on your fingertips. Lift the papers in your

tay.

hands and feel their weight. Guess how many pages
there are. Think about the different ways to organize
your notes.
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59. Walking down the hallway
As you walk down the hallway, look up, down, and
around you. Notice the carpet or flooring under your
feet. See the color of the walls and the lights overhead.
See what you don t usually see.
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60. Greeting a customer or client

Chào khách hàng

When a customer or client walks in, take a quick
moment to clear your mind and greet them with your
full attention. Make eye contact, give them a
meaningful hello, and listen attentively to what they
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have to say.
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61. Eating lunch
Whether do you sit in your office s breakroom, a
cafeteria, or at your desk, take a second to note the

ã

aroma of your meal. Take a small bite; taste all the
different flavors and feel the food in your mouth. Savor
each bite.
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62. Doodling on your notepad

n

Take a short mental break and doodle on your notepad.
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Draw anything that comes to mind. See how it feels to
put pen to paper with no goal in mind.
63. Squeezing a stress ball

.
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Feel the weight of the stress ball in your hand. Squeeze
it lightly and notice how squishy it is. Give it a half
squeeze and note its resistance to being crushed. Pay
attention to how the ball feels as it springs back into
shape.
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64. Having an afternoon snack
As you choose your afternoon snack, think about how
it will taste. When you take a bite, notice the
sensations as the food travels down your throat and
into your stomach. Consider whether it tastes as good
as you thought it would.
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65. Stretching out

Kéo dãn

Stand up, reach your hands up overhead, and point
your toes, stretching from top to bottom. Consider how

nhón
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the stretch feels in each part of your body. Then notice
how your whole body feels when the stretch is
released.
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66. Heading home for the day
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Pay attention to your routine as you get ready to head
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home at the end of your workday. Note how it feels
when you switch off your computer, push your chair in
toward your desk, and grab your bag. Release yourself
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from the pressures of the day as you walk out the door.
4.

4. Meditation with loved ones

oc

You might wonder how you could meditate with others
around, but it s actually a perfect time to transform an
everyday moment into something bigger. Spending time
with your loved ones can put you in a more loving and
kind mindset, which makes it easier to step into
mindfulness. In this part you ll learn how to cultivate
mindfulness while asking about someone s day, giving
a hug, and and even while watching TV with a friend
or family member.
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67. Greeting a friend
As you greet a friend, notice how your mood changes
for the better. Enjoy the happy feeling that comes over
you and show your joy with a smile.
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68. Asking about someone s day
Check in with a loved one about their day and stay
present as they respond. Truly listen to the answer,
offer them an appropriate response, and connect with
them.
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69. Playing a game with a loved one

ò

When you are not actively playing the game, take a
moment to sit in stillness. See each of the game pieces
on the board or feel the slippery cards in your hands.
Think about how nice it feels to take a break and do
something fun with someone you love.
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70. Sharing a meal
As you eat with someone you love, savor both the food
and the friend. Pay attention to the food s tastes,
smells, and sounds. Note what dishes your friend
enjoys the most.
71. Taking a walk together
As you walk with your friend, point out things you
notice and ask them what they see and hear.
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Stay in step with your loved one and feel the natural
rhythm of your footsteps as you walk in sync.
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72. Calling a friend
As you pull up your friend s contact info in your
phone, take a second to visualize them. Imagine that
what they re doing right now and what they ll say
when they pick up.
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73. Meeting for brunch
When you pull up to the restaurant to meet a friend,
pay attention to how you feel (excited to see your
friend, looking forward to the meal, etc.). Keep these
feelings present as you make your way inside to meet
them.
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74. Smiling at a stranger
Look for a friendly face around you and make eye
contact. Share your joy with a purposeful smile, send
them a bit of your good energy, then move on with
your day.
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77. Laughing together
Whatever the source of the laughter, stay present as
you enjoy a laugh with a loved one. Open yourself up
to the joy of laughing together and let your loved one s
giggles fuel even more of your own.
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80. Saying thank you

Nó

When someone does a good deed or kind act for you,
say a mindful thank you. Keep the good deed in mind
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and express your gratitude. Imagine the care your
loved one took to help you, and repay it with sincerity.
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82. Checking your phone
If you find yourself checking your phone when you re
with a loved one, be aware of the situation. If using
your phone is not necessary, make the mindful decision
to put it down, enjoy the moment, and focus your
attention on your friend.
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83. Going for a drive
he passenger seat, take a moment to
sit in silence and look out the car window. Watch as
the pavement speeds by and objects blur. Take note of
the scenery, whether it s a beautiful landscape or a
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busy city street.
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85. Parting ways

Chia tay

Savor your last moment with your loved one. Note the
small details about them that you ll miss the most, and
then say goodbye. Look forward to seeing them again.
*
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